Honeybees \((\textit{Apis mellifera})\) learn to discriminate the smell of organic compounds from their respective deuterated isotopomers
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The understanding of physiological and molecular processes underlying the sense of smell has made considerable progress during the past three decades, revealing the cascade of molecular steps that lead to the activation of olfactory receptor (OR) neurons. However, the mode of primary interaction of odorant molecules with the OR proteins within the sensory cells is still enigmatic. Two different concepts try to explain these interactions: the ‘odotope hypothesis’ suggests that OR proteins recognize structural aspects of the odorant molecule, whereas the ‘vibration hypothesis’ proposes that intra-molecular vibrations are the basis for the recognition of the odorant by the receptor protein. The vibration hypothesis predicts that OR proteins should be able to discriminate compounds containing deuterium from their common counterparts which contain hydrogen instead of deuterium. This study tests this prediction in honeybees \((\textit{Apis mellifera})\) using the proboscis extension reflex learning in a differential conditioning paradigm. Rewarding one odour (e.g. a deuterated compound) with sucrose and not rewarding the respective analogue (e.g. hydrogen-based odorant) shows that honeybees readily learn to discriminate hydrogen-based odorants from their deuterated counterparts and supports the idea that intra-molecular vibrations may contribute to odour discrimination.

1. Introduction

Our understanding of physiological and molecular processes underlying the sense of smell has made considerable progress during the past 25 years: olfactory receptor (OR) proteins which reside in the membranes of olfactory sensory neurons have been identified and cloned [1] and the transduction cascades of second messenger molecules leading to the activation of olfactory neurons once an odour molecule interacts with the OR protein have been revealed [(2,3); reviewed by [4]]. Differences exist between the OR proteins and their genes in vertebrates and insects [5], but the basic functions are similar, as are the designs of the circuitry underlying primary olfactory processing in the vertebrate olfactory bulb and the insect antennal lobe [6–8].

In vertebrates and insects, the responses of olfactory neurons are influenced by, but cannot be fully explained by ‘simple’ individual chemical characteristics of the respective odorant molecules (such as carbon atom number or functional group type and position; [9,10]). Multidimensional metrics using 32 different molecular properties as predictors result in a better prognosis, but still cannot fully predict neuronal responses [11]. This reflects the fact that we know comparatively little about the important first stage of olfaction, i.e. the interaction of OR proteins within sensory neurons with their ‘substrate’, the odorant molecules. The empirical analysis of molecular characteristics that define the molecular receptive range of an OR protein is difficult and time-consuming...
as hundreds of compounds have to be tested for each individual OR protein and more than a thousand genes coding for such OR proteins are known in mice alone [12]. Accordingly, this has been done only for a very few identified ORs [9,13]. Insights about the potential mechanisms underlying the interaction and specificity of odorant receptors come from recent advances in our understanding of the interactions of G protein-coupled receptors with their ligands [14], which include hormone and neurotransmitter receptors as well as photoreceptors, taste receptors and ORs. However, the location of the agonist binding sites in these receptors is highly variable [15], and three-dimensional structures and potential binding sites are known only for a few ORs [16], which hampers computational models for determining potential olfactory ligands and specific structural motifs (often referred to as ‘odotopes’) within odorant molecules [17]. Early ideas suggested a key/lock type mechanism between the odorant and the OR protein [18,19], and much research has been performed during the past 50 years to describe the interactions of these odotopes with particular sites of the OR molecules. Our understanding of these interactions has far progressed from the early notion that the overall three-dimensional shape of the odorant molecule ‘unlocks’ the odorant receptor, thus giving rise to a conformational change which triggers the second messenger cascades, but a cohesive and predictive theory of these interactions is still missing (reviewed by [20]).

Despite its general acceptance, there are several aspects of human olfactory perception that do not seem to support the odotope hypothesis. For example, some structurally very different molecules smell the same or similar (e.g. musks and camphoraceous compounds), whereas other molecules that are structurally very similar may have very different smells (reviewed by [21]). Therefore, no current theory can entirely explain how a given molecule results in the perception of a particular smell [22].

An alternative hypothesis, first introduced by Dyson [23], has recently re-emerged, proposing that the interactions between the olfactory proteins and the odor molecules are not strictly chemical in nature but are also based on matching molecular vibration frequency spectra of the odorant molecule and its OR protein target [24]. Briefly, this ‘vibration hypothesis’ suggests that only those odorant molecules with a vibrational energy mode in a particular frequency range, to which a specific OR protein is tuned, would be able to cause electron transfer, thus activating the receptor [25]. While the detail of the vibration hypothesis is beyond the scope of this study, the concept makes testable predictions about the odorant sensations evoked by certain molecules. Specifically, the vibration hypothesis suggests that olfactory systems should be able to discriminate common, hydrogen-based odors from deuterated ones after three to four pairings with sugar water rewards, a finding that supports the vibration hypothesis unless the vibrational frequency of a molecule is considered as another one of the many parameters that may determine an ‘odotope’ [11]. It suggests that considering a quantum mechanics approach may help advance our ideas about receptor protein–odorant interactions in new ways as it has for understanding processes such as vision or photosynthesis in the emerging field of ‘quantum biology’ [35].

2. Methods
(a) Animals
Honeybees (Apis mellifera) were collected at the United States Department of Agriculture Carl Hayden Bee Research Center, in Tucson, AZ, between May 2012 and September 2013. In order to have bees of comparatively similar motivational status and experience, we focused on water foragers, which are most easily identified. Associative learning performance and sucrose responsiveness differ between bees performing different foraging tasks (nectar/pollen/water; [36,37]), and water foragers are most responsive to sugar water [38]. They were collected using an aspirator at a watering site in the bee yard of the Bee Research Center where bees from more than 50 colonies surrounding the water source would gather and forage for water. Hence, every sample presumably comprised water foragers from many colonies. Once a week, about 200–300 bees were caught, and were then kept for up to 4 days in a wire mesh cage in the laboratory where they had access to 15% sucrose solution ad libitum.

(b) Training procedure
On the morning of the experiment, worker honeybees were chilled on ice and harnessed in plastic tubes as described in [34]. Twenty bees that showed the proboscis extension response upon direct antennal contact with 50% sucrose solution were chosen for each experiment and were mounted in the rotary training apparatus consisting of a drum (35 cm diameter, 10 cm high; figure 1b) divided into 20 individual wedge-shaped chambers and connected at the centre to a weak vacuum line that removed any residual odours.

The training began 2 h after mounting. Each bee, in turn, was rotated into the stimulation position. It was then subjected to a
non-odorized filtered air current generated by an aquarium pump (ca 2 l min$^{-1}$ air flow) delivered through a nozzle 5 cm from the bee’s head. After 15 s of plain air, an odor current was injected into the outgoing air current through a syringe needle terminating inside the nozzle. The odor current (conditioned stimulus, CS) was generated using an aquarium pump whose air current was directed through a cartridge containing a strip of filter paper (3 cm$^2$) impregnated with 5 μl of the respective pure odorant. The resulting odorized air current was such that a human observer detected an unmistakable odor 5 cm from the nozzle. The additional air flow caused by the odor injection was negligible (less than 2% of the outgoing air current). Five seconds after initializing the odor stream, the antennae were manually touched with a wetted toothpick. Experiments in which fewer than 30% of the bees learned the association within 10 trials (about 3% of the experiments) were excluded because they do not represent the learning potential of honeybees as established in other studies [32,34].
Two common odorants (hydrogen-based) and their respective deuterated isotopes were used in the experiments: common acetophenone (1-phenylethanone; here referred to as ‘h-ACP’) and fully deuterated acetophenone (‘d8-ACP’) as well as common benzaldehyde (‘h-BNZ’) and fully deuterated benzaldehyde (‘d6-BNZ’). Additional experiments were performed using an odorant pair with a higher number of deuterium atoms: common 1-octanol (‘h-OCT’) and fully deuterated 1-octanol (‘d17-OCT’).

Deuterated compounds were purchased from CDN Isotopes Inc., Pointe-Claire, Quebec, Canada (gas-chromatographically analysed purity: 99.4% (d8-ACP), 99.5% (d6-BNZ) and 99.1% (d-OCT)). The purity of the deuterated compounds is represented by the gas-chromotographic analyses provided by the manufacturer (CDN) and shown in the electronic supplementary material, figure S1. Common ACP, BNZ and OCT were from Fluka Analytical (Sigma-Aldrich; analytical standard 99.5% purity).

(c) Odorants
Two common odorants (hydrogen-based) and their respective deuterated isotopes were used in the experiments: common acetophenone (1-phenylethanone; here referred to as ‘h-ACP’) and fully deuterated acetophenone (‘d8-ACP’) as well as common benzaldehyde (‘h-BNZ’) and fully deuterated benzaldehyde (‘d6-BNZ’). Additional experiments were performed using an odorant pair with a higher number of deuterium atoms: common 1-octanol (‘h-OCT’) and fully deuterated 1-octanol (‘d17-OCT’).

Deuterated compounds were purchased from CDN Isotopes Inc., Pointe-Claire, Quebec, Canada (gas-chromatographically analysed purity: 99.4% (d8-ACP), 99.5% (d6-BNZ) and 99.1% (d-OCT)). The purity of the deuterated compounds is represented by the gas-chromotographic analyses provided by the manufacturer (CDN) and shown in the electronic supplementary material, figure S1. Common ACP, BNZ and OCT were from Fluka Analytical (Sigma-Aldrich; analytical standard 99.5% purity).

(d) Conditioning paradigms
Two different sets of experiments were performed.

For absolute conditioning (figure 2), half of the 20 bees per experiment were rewarded with one odour (e.g. ‘h-ACP’) and the other half with the complementary odour (e.g. ‘d8-ACP’). Each bee went through 10 training cycles, during each of which the same odour was used as a reward each time. The objective of these experiments was to test whether bees can learn to detect and associate deuterated compounds as well as common, hydrogen-based compounds.

For differential conditioning experiments (figures 3–5), each bee was presented with two odorants (e.g. ‘h-ACP’ and ‘d8-ACP’), only one of which was rewarded with sucrose solution while the other odour was not sugar-rewarded (figure 1c). Rewarded (R) and unrewarded trials (U) were administered in a pseudorandom order pattern as follows: (R U R U U R U R U R) to avoid potential sequence learning by the bees. The bees had to learn to discriminate the two odours and to extend their proboscides only in response to the ‘correct’ odour, but not to the unrewarded one. During the unrewarded trials, the bees’ antennae were touched with a dry toothpick, as a control tactile stimulus, without sucrose to make the rewarded and unrewarded trials as similar as possible.

![Graphs showing learning curves for different odorants](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/Downloaded from http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

**Figure 2.** Learning curves (absolute conditioning; portion of bees showing conditioned proboscis extension response (PER)) for the four aromatic compounds tested: (a) ‘h-ACP’ (triangles), (b) ‘d8-ACP’ (squares), (c) ‘h-BNZ’ (circles), (d) ‘d6-BNZ’ (diamonds), (e) curves a–d overlaid to show similarity. Shaded areas show 95% confidence intervals (Ci); the differences between curves are not significant (F-tests; F = 0.87 – 1.25; p = 0.18 – 0.49; d.f. = 60 – 84); t-tests for individual trials did not show significant differences except for trial no. 3 where response to h-BNZ is different from those to h-ACP and d8-ACP (*p < 0.05; note that these differences are not significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons). (Online version in colour.)
Control experiments (figure 5) were performed to examine whether the potentially different impurities in the ‘common’ and the deuterated compounds, which were derived from different suppliers, might cause response differences apart from the effects of deuteration. To do so, one compound (e.g. h-ACP) was tested against the same compound but to which 0.5% of another compound (e.g. h-BNZ) was added to mimic an impurity.

(e) Data analysis

At each trial, the proportion of individuals responding to the CS was computed, and the means of these data were then graphed together with their 95% CIs, and the resulting learning curves were compared with the respective alternative curves (e.g. ‘h-ACP rewarded’ versus ‘d8-ACP unrewarded’). F-tests were used to compare absolute conditioning trials (figure 2), and the proportions of responding individuals were used in ANOVA (as explained in [40]). For absolute conditioning (figure 2), odour was the independent factor, and the trial number was the repeated measure. Two-way ANOVA was used to test for significant differences between treatments (differential conditioning experiments; odour (rewarded versus unrewarded) and trial number were treated as repeated measures). Likewise, when comparing different differential conditioning subgroups, these were treated as independent factors. Individual data points were compared using a Student’s t-test corrected for multiple comparisons. EXCEL 2010 (Microsoft, Inc.) was used to calculate statistical values.

3. Results

(a) Absolute conditioning

The worker honeybees were able to learn the four aromatic odorants. After five to seven trials, on average, more than half of the bees learned to associate the sucrose reward with the respective odour stimulus (figure 2). Slightly fewer bees appeared to learn the two forms of ACP (46–47%; figure 2a, b; triangles and squares in figure 2e) compared with the BNZ isotopes (56–60%, figure 2c, d; circles and diamonds in figure 2e), but F-tests did not show significant differences between the four learning curves ($F = 0.87–1.25; p = 0.18–0.49; d.f. = 60–84$) and individual t-tests comparing the responses for the four different odorants (‘h-ACP’, ‘d8-ACP’, ‘h-BNZ’ and ‘d6-BNZ’) at each learning trial did not show statistically significant differences. At trial no. 3, the conditioned responses to h-BNZ appeared to be smaller than those to h-ACP or d8-ACP (indicated by asterisk in figure 2e), but this difference turned out not to be significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. This suggested that, when rewarded, the four odorants were learned...
equally well by the bees. Importantly, no statistically significant differences were found between the learning curves for ‘h-ACP’ and ‘d8-ACP’ and, respectively, ‘h-BNZ’ and ‘d6-BNZ’, when both odorants were rewarded (individual t-tests: $p = 0.10$–$0.69$), suggesting that replacing hydrogen for deuterium in the odorant molecules did not significantly affect the bees’ ability to perceive and learn the odorants.

(b) Differential conditioning

In an initial experiment, we tested the common aromatic odorants ‘h-ACP’ against ‘h-BNZ’, rewarding ‘h-ACP’ and not rewarding ‘h-BNZ’ (figure 3a) and, respectively, the inverse (figure 3b), effectively ‘asking the bees’ to discriminate these two chemically related odorant compounds (differing just in the presence or absence of one methyl group; see inset in figure 3). As shown in figure 3, the bees readily discriminated the two odorants after the second or third conditioning trial: the respective curves for the rewarded and unrewarded treatments are statistically significantly different (ANOVA; (i) $p < 10^{-17}$; $F = 78$; $n = 95$ bees; (ii) $p < 10^{-18}$; $F = 84$; $n = 88$ bees). However, we found considerable variation in the bees’ learning ability over time (on certain days, bees would learn faster and experiments would reach higher learning scores overall), and we also found much variation across bees, with some bees being able to discriminate the respective test odours after one or two trials, and a few bees taking up to nine trials. Some bees that had originally shown ‘correct’ learned responses would also stop responding to the odours after about six to seven trials, and all of these individual differences contributed to the fact that overall the learning curves are relatively flat and do not reach the high percentage of learned responses published in several earlier studies (e.g. [34]). This was true throughout, including the following experiments (figures 4 and 5).

The critical tests regarding the discrimination of deuterated compounds from their common, hydrogen-based counterparts, and which are at the core of this study, are shown in figure 4. When conditioning ‘h-ACP’ (rewarded) against ‘d8-ACP’ (unrewarded; figure 4a), the two learning curves are significantly different (ANOVA; $p < 10^{-5}$; $F = 34.6$; $n = 159$ bees). The bees started discriminating the common (rewarded) odorant from its unrewarded deuterated counterpart after the fourth trial ($p < 0.01$; $t$-test). During the first two trials, the
bees responded significantly more often to the unrewarded odour, as is common in differential learning paradigms and indicating initial generalization. This same initial overlap and crossing of the learning curves can be seen in the other differential stimulus combinations (figure 4b–f) and also, although less pronounced, in figure 3.

When the reward schedule was reversed for the ACP odour pair (‘d8-ACP’ rewarded, ‘h-ACP’ unrewarded; figure 4b), the resulting learning curves are similar to those in figure 3e: the rewarded and unrewarded curves are significantly different (ANOVA; $p < 10^{-13}$; $F = 33.3; n = 200$ bees), both curves intersect initially (odour generalization during the first two trials; see above) and the two odours were reliably discriminated after the third trial. Despite minor differences in the trajectory of the learning curves, it did not matter for the bees’ learning performance whether ‘h-ACP’ or ‘d8-ACP’ was the rewarded odour. Under both experimental conditions, the common odour was distinguished from the deuterated one after a few brief learning trials.

Honeybees showed similar learning results when conditioned to discriminate between ‘h-BNZ’ and ‘d6-BNZ’ (figure 4c,d). When ‘h-BNZ’ was rewarded (figure 4c), the learning curve for the rewarded common odorant was significantly different from the curve for the unrewarded ‘d6-BNZ’ compound (figure 4c; ANOVA; $p < 10^{-14}$; $F = 65.2; n = 98$ bees), and the same was true for the inverse case, where ‘d6-BNZ’ was rewarded and ‘h-BNZ’ was unrewarded (figure 4d; ANOVA; $p < 10^{-9}$; $F = 33; n = 155$ bees). While there are some differences in the trajectories of the graphs in figure 4c,d, in both cases, the bees initially generalized the two odours and then were able to discriminate the common from the deuterated BNZ after the third (figure 4c) or fourth (figure 4d) conditioning trial (t-tests).

This was also the case when the bees were differentially conditioned to discriminate hydrogen-based from deuterated octanol (figure 4e,f). After an initial response generalization, the common octanol is discriminated from the deuterated one after three (figure 4e) or four trials (figure 4f), and the curves for the rewarded odorant are significantly different from the ones for the unrewarded odorant (ANOVA; $p < 10^{-13}$; $F = 55; n = 156$ bees (‘h-OCT’ rewarded; figure 4e); $p < 10^{-7}$; $F = 9.9; n = 124$ bees (‘d17-OCT’ rewarded; figure 4f)). Based on tests using acetophenone, benzaldehyde and octanol, it therefore appears that honeybees are able to discriminate hydrogen-based organic volatile compounds from their respective fully deuterated counterparts (figure 4). It should be noted, however, that it appears that the deuterated compounds are confused to a higher degree: when bees are trained to discriminate two different common aromatic compounds (‘h-ACP’ and ‘h-BNZ’ in figure 3), fewer bees respond to the respective unrewarded odorants (compare unrewarded responses in figure 3, which are generally at or below 10%, with those in figure 4, which are generally above 15%).

(j) Controls
To confirm that the differential odour responses were the result of the hydrogen- or deuterium-based nature of the odorants rather than being caused by potential impurities of the compounds, we ran a set of experiments in which bees were differentially trained to discriminate pure compounds (‘h-ACP’ and ‘h-BNZ’) from the same respective compounds containing 0.5% of a different compound. Bees were not able to discriminate these ‘impure’ mixtures from their respective pure counterparts and showed the same response to both, even after 10 training cycles (figure 5a,c). Initial
response differences represent odour generalization, not discrimination. By contrast, simultaneous experiments showed that control bees were discriminating two different pure odours after only one or two training cycles (figure 5b; ANOVA: $p < 10^{-30}$; $F = 223$; $n = 125$ bees; figure 5d; ANOVA: $p < 10^{-40}$; $F = 192$; $n = 77$ bees).

4. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that honeybees can learn deuterated odors as fast as their common, hydrogen-based isotopic counterparts. More importantly, the bees learned to discriminate the common odorants from the deuterated ones, suggesting that they may rely on cues other than strictly structural ones and which may include intra-molecular vibrational spectra.

(a) Odour discrimination and generalization

Odors can be more reliably distinguished the more dissimilar odorant molecules are from one another. In insects and vertebrates, discrimination depends on differences in carbon chain lengths, molecular shape, differences in functional groups and other molecular parameters [11,41–44]. This explains why our two common aromatic test odours, ‘h-ACP’ and ‘h-BNZ’, are readily discriminated (figure 2b).

However, for very similar odorants, discrimination is difficult even at high odour concentrations [44]; hence, we think that absolute odorant concentrations do not significantly affect our results, even though we have not measured them.

The trajectories of our differential learning curves (figures 3 and 4) indicate that the bees are sometimes confusing (generalizing) the two odours for several trials before they later discriminate them reliably. Our learning curves, however, differ from many published results where honeybees reach a high learning score (70–80%) after only two training trials. Our differential learning curves (figures 3 and 4) are more comparable with those shown by Paldie et al. [45] for similar compounds, where it takes the bees three (instead of one or two) trials to discriminate the odours. We therefore suggest that the respective common and deuterated compounds appear relatively similar to the bees, but different enough to be discriminated by them. For reasons that we do not know, the overall learning performance of the bees seemed lower than expected. We have used bees of the same strain and from the same source in previous learning experiments in which the bees generally reached higher learning scores [46]. The difference in treatment was that in the present study the bees were housed in a cage for 1–4 days, which may have affected their learning disposition. We also found much variation in the learning performance of individual bees, which was not further evaluated but is represented by the 95% CIs in figures 2–5. Similar inter-individual differences have been described in field studies and differences in learning performances may be involved in different foraging strategies of individual honeybee workers [47].

(b) Potential differences between odorants

When trained with a single odour (absolute conditioning), honeybees generalize (confuse) learned odours to a certain degree if they are chemically closely related (e.g. 1-octanol and 1-heptanol, or 1-octanol and 2-octanol) and the degree of generalization allows us to predict some kind of behavioural odour space, which seems to match physiological responses of the bee’s primary olfactory centre in the brain [31]. In such an odour space, BNZ and ACP would be situated close together, differing in only one methyl group, and the respective hydrogen-based compounds should be indistinguishably close to their deuterated counterparts. However, using differential conditioning, bees could be trained to discriminate these odorants, suggesting that the latter occupy different locations in the odour space. Besides the effects that deuteration has on the vibrational properties of the molecules, the only other differences that might potentially affect the bees’ odour perception are the purity of the test compounds and potential differences in vapour pressures of the respective compounds. The gas chromatographs for the deuterated compounds supplied by the manufacturer (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1) show only single, sharp peaks demonstrating that the compounds were of the highest purity. Likewise, the common odorants (‘h-ACP’, ‘h-BNZ’ and ‘h-OCT’) were of analytical standard purity, making it unlikely that impurities could have affected our results and the honeybee learning behaviours. This was confirmed by controls with deliberately introduced ‘impurities’, which the bees were not able to discriminate from the original compounds (figure 5).

Deuterated compounds may have a slightly lower volatility compared with their hydrogen-based counterparts based on their molecular mass. To the best of our knowledge, no data on the volatility of the deuterated compounds are available, differences should be small (about 3% difference in diffusivity for h-ACP versus d8-ACP [48] and insignificant as bees can only discriminate three- to fivefold (walking bees [49]), 10-fold (flying bees [50]) or 100-fold (proboscis extension reflex conditioning [51,52]) concentration differences in odorant mixtures. It is therefore unlikely that in our experiments the bees’ discrimination of deuterated and non-deuterated compounds was based on potentially present slight concentration differences. Rather, we suggest that the bees’ ability to discriminate common compounds from their respective deuterated counterparts is based on their difference in molecular-level vibrations.

(c) Molecular vibrations can explain the bees’ ability to discriminate isotopes

A molecule containing only non-exchangeable hydrogens, i.e. hydrogens that do not take part in bond breaking or formation will, from the shape point of view, be nearly indistinguishable from its hydrogen isotopomer. The electronic structure of the molecule remains unchanged. By contrast, deuteration causes large-scale changes in molecular vibration frequencies: it doubles the mass of hydrogen, and the electronic structure of the molecule remains unchanged. By contrast, deuteration causes large-scale changes in molecular vibration frequencies: it doubles the mass of hydrogen, and the electronic structure of the molecule remains unchanged. The difference in treatment was that in the present study the bees were housed in a cage for 1–4 days, which may have affected their learning disposition. We also found much variation in the learning performance of individual bees, which was not further evaluated but is represented by the 95% CIs in figures 2–5. Similar inter-individual differences have been described in field studies and differences in learning performances may be involved in different foraging strategies of individual honeybee workers [47].
One important point to consider when discussing the potential of intra-molecular vibrations to contribute to, or underlie, OR interactions is the fact that insect OR proteins are different from those in vertebrates. While the latter are second messenger-coupled G proteins [1,3], the majority of insect ORs are most likely ligand-gated ion channels composed of one (or more) variable and probably odorant-specific subunit and one subunit (referred to as ORCO [53] present in all receptors [53–56]). It is therefore possible that intra-molecular vibrations affect or underlie the function of insect ORs in different ways than they do in vertebrate ORs. If that were the case, it might explain why compounds such as deuterated acetophenone can be discriminated from their hydrogen-based counterparts by flies [28] and bees (figure 4a,b), but apparently not by humans [22,27]. Insects, in general, have smaller numbers of OR proteins compared with vertebrates [8] and it is possible that vibrationally assisted olfaction [57] may provide an additional layer of odorant–OR interaction that could increase the insects’ ability to discriminate odors.
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